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NetOxygen P.U.L.S.E.
Real-time access to
business performance,
anytime, anywhere.

NetOxygen P.U.L.S.E.’s [Production Unified
Lifecycle Statistical Evaluator] interactive
dashboard gives the lender’s management and
executive staff, a clear view of their business
performance on a real-time basis, also enabling
them to minimize risk and increase revenue by
providing real-time business intelligence, using
predictive analytics

A state-of-the-art application
with cloud-based hosting,
for business intelligence,
reporting and dashboarding,
uniquely designed for
mortgage banks, mortgage
lenders, and executives
“on-the-go”

Key takeaways
Executives and management staff in
lending institutions can know how their
business is performing in an instant
Management can get access to real-time
data on pipeline production, statistics,
and loan lifecycles
Management can Knock off improve
efficiency by easily accessing data such
as overall staff efficiency, workload
distribution, and staffing predictions

Key benefits

An executive dashboard with
business intelligence, for
An interactive dashboard gives the
better operational efficiency,
Inputs, Drivers, Assumptions
lender’s management and executive
faster lending decisions, and
staff, a clear view of their business
simpler and less expensive
performance on a real-time basis
loan origination processes
Real-efficiency, and increase revenue
time business intelligence using
predictive analytics enables lenders to
minimize risk, maximize operation

Features
• NetOxygen P.U.L.S.E. is fully integrated with
NetOxygen through a robust set of APIs,
allowing data to be updated on a real-time
basis, in a compliant manner.
• The user interface (UI) transforms data into
simplified visuals, making it easy for
management to comprehend

Better operational efficiency,
faster lending decisions
promoting a simple and
less expensive loan
origination processes
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a
leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the power
of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
clients adapt to the digital
world and make them
successful. A company
recognized globally for its

comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment
to sustainability and good
corporate citizenship, we have
over 175,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across
six continents. Together, we
discover ideas and connect
the dots to build a better and a
bold new future.
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info@wipro.com

